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ABSTRACT

Most of the musical heritage is only available as physical
documents, given that the engraving process was carried
out by handwriting or typesetting until the end of the 20th
century. Their mere availability as scanned images does
not enable tasks such as indexing or editing unless they are
transcribed into a structured digital format. Given the cost
and time required for manual transcription, Optical Music
Recognition (OMR) presents itself as a promising alterna-
tive. Quite often, OMR systems show acceptable but not
perfect performance, which eventually leaves them out of
the transcription process. On the assumption that OMR
systems might always make some errors, it is essential that
the user corrects the output. This paper contributes to a bet-
ter understanding of how music transcription is improved
by the assistance of OMR systems that include the end-
user in the recognition process. For that, we have measured
the transcription time of a printed early music work under
two scenarios: a manual one and a state-of-the-art OMR-
assisted one, with several alternatives each. Our results
demonstrate that using OMR remarkably reduces users’ ef-
fort, even when its performance is far optimal, compared
to the fully manual option.

1. INTRODUCTION

Music is a language used and understood all over the
world, hence being one of the cornerstones of cultural her-
itage. In order to represent this art visually, so that it can be
transmitted and later interpreted as conceived by the com-
poser, many notation systems have developed and evolved
over time. Their engraving in the so-called music score
was mostly done by handwriting or typesetting processes
until the end of the 20th century, thus there exist millions of
music documents only available as physical documents [1].

The ongoing massive digitization of those works by
means of scanners is not sufficient for these sources to be-
come truly accessible. For that, they must be transcribed
in a structured digital format such as MusicXML [2] or
MEI [3], among others, which enables computational tasks
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such as indexing, large-scale analysis, or editing [4]. This
process is often done manually, which leads to an unfea-
sible challenge at a large scale. Thus, the development of
systems capable of automatically performing the transcrip-
tion process is of substantial importance.

Optical Music Recognition (OMR) is the field of re-
search that studies how to computationally read music no-
tation in scanned documents and store them in a digital
structured format [5]. The success of OMR would enhance
the value of all the existing musical heritage in digital li-
braries and facilitate the retrieval of data for musicolog-
ical research. However, while OMR has been an active
research area for decades [6, 7] and current state-of-the-art
systems have shown promising results [5], it is not always
considered as a real alternative to the manual transcription
process. Moreover, there is a lack of technology transfer,
i.e., instead of creating a synergistic environment, the dig-
ital humanities show a certain reticence towards automatic
technologies, as if both were not committed to the same
ultimate goal: to study, make accessible, and preserve the
existing historical sources of music worldwide [8].

We believe that the mistrust lies in the unattainable goal
to which OMR systems have been subjected: a perfectly
accurate transcription. Given the vast range of different
situations present in real-life recognition scenarios, a per-
fectly accurate OMR system is a utopia. Therefore, the
automatic transcription challenge must be understood as a
technology-assisted one, since human-machine interaction
is necessary if there is no tolerance for errors in the tran-
scription [9].

In this paper, we study the extent to which OMR sys-
tems provide real assistance during a transcription process.
For that, we study and compare the transcription process
under two scenarios: a manual-working methodology and
an OMR-assisted one. We chose a corpus that allows us
to compare both workflows with several available open-
source tools. We aim at illustrating how OMR systems fa-
cilitate the transcription process by measuring the average
procedure time per page, to estimate the workdays needed
to transcribe a complete music work written in mensural
notation.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section 2
overviews some related proposals to this topic; Section 3
thoroughly describes the experimental setup; Section 4 re-
ports the obtained results and their main outcomes; and
finally, Section 5 concludes the present work.
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2. BACKGROUND

The digital preservation of musical heritage necessarily in-
volves the encoding in a suitable, symbolic, and computer-
readable format of the musical content described in the
original or scanned, as appropriate, manuscripts. In the
majority of cases, this transcription process follows a man-
ual workflow; that is, the corresponding encoding is man-
ually written directly to the computer (either by typing or
by mouse-driven actions).

Music notation contains a logical structure and more
information than just a series of glyphs positioned over a
staff, which makes the transcription process an inherently
complex task regardless of the tool used for it. All of this
entails a great deal of work that is not feasible at large-
scale levels. The use of automatic technologies, in particu-
lar OMR systems, would greatly facilitate the task at issue.
However, despite a large amount of existing literature on
OMR research [5], hardly any system has been developed
that goes beyond research tools.

Some of the most popular commercial OMR systems
are PhotoScore, 1 SmartScore, 2 and PlayScore. 3 With
high recognition accuracy for printed scores, they consti-
tute a great alternative to users who want to scan and play
musical content. However, they are restricted to only one
type of music notation, namely Common Western Music
Notation (CWMN), and are proprietary solutions, i.e., it
is necessary to pay a license or a subscription to get full
access.

On the side of non-commercial systems, we find the fol-
lowing systems:

• Aruspix, a cross-platform software for OMR of early
music prints, mainly those printed during the 16th
and 17th centuries [10]. It transforms the music con-
tent of each page into an editable digital music for-
mat, allowing the correction of recognition errors by
the user, used as feedback to dynamically improve
its performance. For a more direct correction pro-
cess, Aruspix possesses superimposition and colla-
tion features.

• Audiveris, an OMR system devised to extract the
musical content from printed or handwritten score
sheets in order to edit them further in music edition
applications [11]. It only supports CWMN.

• Rodan, a web-based customizable OMR sys-
tem [12]. The user inputs an image and creates the
most appropriate workflow to process it. Once the
corresponding preferred adjustments are selected,
the same processing can be applied to all similar im-
ages. This is a double-edged sword because it puts
the manuscript at the center of the workflow at the
expense of having minimum knowledge of the tech-
nologies that can constitute an OMR system, some-
thing that is not required for librarians or musicolo-

1 https://www.neuratron.com/photoscore.htm
2 https://www.musitek.com/smartscore-pro.html
3 https://www.playscore.co/

gists. This might pose significant risks to the effec-
tive and timely achievements of the project objec-
tives.

• “MUsic Recognition, Encoding, and Transcription”
(MuRET), a web-based application that divides the
transcription process into different steps [13]. It is
a technology-centered research tool, which allows
the use of different transcription approaches rang-
ing from manual to OMR-assisted ones, producing
in those cases the transcribed contents in standard
encodings. MuRET allows a simultaneous graphi-
cal comparison between the original and the encoded
score, favoring a quick detection of errors.

Despite the various OMR systems developed, their in-
clusion in the transcription process of digital libraries is far
from being widely common. They are relegated to a pure
research application spectrum due to the mistrust caused
by their imperfect behavior, therefore making human su-
pervision necessary.

This paper attempts to provide insights into the use of
OMR systems in the transcription process of a music work
to see whether, despite not being perfectly accurate, the
time spent on error correction compensates for the time
saved, compared to a fully manual transcription paradigm.

3. METHODOLOGY

The main focus of this work is to study to what extent an
OMR approach can be useful for digital libraries in the
music score transcription process. It is important to em-
phasize that we do not intend to benchmark OMR tools.
Therefore, we design a methodology aimed at estimating
the effort, in terms of user time, saved by performing a
transcription process assisted by OMR technology, instead
of a fully manual one.

In the following sections, we thoroughly detail our
methodology. First, we describe and justify the chosen
music collection; then, we illustrate the different transcrip-
tion pipelines considered, as well as the tools and encod-
ing languages involved; and finally, we explain the metrics
considered that allow comparison between the previously
described transcription modalities.

3.1 Corpus

We must first select a suitable music work that allows
meaningful comparisons. The test case considered in this
work is the Magnificat omnitonum cum quatuor vocibus by
Cristóbal de Morales, 4 hereafter referred to as Magnificat
corpus. It is a collection of one hundred and twenty-six
typeset pages corresponding to a Spanish choir book of the
16th century written in white mensural notation. Figure 1
shows a short example of this set.

We have chosen printed mensural notation for several
reasons. First, several open-source tools with varied ap-
proaches are available, which allows us to compare differ-
ent transcription paradigms. Second, the graphical com-

4 RISM A/6 M 3597. http://bdh.bne.es/bnesearch/detalle/bdh0000100234
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Figure 1. Staff from the Magnificat corpus.

plexity of the symbols is quite regular, which lets us
draw conclusions using a low number of transcribed pages.
Given so, we expect that the obtained conclusions can be
extrapolated to other (similar) corpora. Lastly, the choice
of a printed typeset work rather than a handwritten one is
due to the desire of avoiding possible transcription ambi-
guities that may be caused by the specific writing style of
the author of the work, which could affect our study.

3.2 Transcription pipelines

The transcription of a music score is understood as the pro-
cess of fully transcribing the document into a structured
digital format with the ultimate goal of keeping the same
musical information that could be retrieved from the phys-
ical score itself [5]. In this work, we study two main tran-
scription workflows, each one also considering different
alternatives:

(i) A manual transcription, where the musical con-
tent is directly typeset in a chosen standard format,
MEI [3], PAEC [14, 15], or Humdrum [16].

(ii) An OMR-assisted transcription, where the system
performs the score transcription directly from the
corresponding image, and the user corrects possible
errors afterward.

Our objective is to establish a difference, quantified as
the procedure time, between both paradigms. It must be
noted that the transcripts will be verified at all times since
it is established that, with or without the presence of OMR
technology, errors might occur.

In the following sections, we will elaborate on the two
transcription paradigms considered.

3.2.1 Manual transcription modality

In this modality, the manual transcription process com-
monly used in digital libraries is done with the computer by
directly typing the encoding format or choosing graphical
music symbols from a toolbar. To evaluate this paradigm,
we consider the following tools:

• Verovio Humdrum Viewer (VHV) 5 , an online dig-
ital music editor and interactive notation rendering
interface for Humdrum files [17]. Mensural mu-
sic notation can be encoded in Humdrum using the
**mens exclusive interpretation [18].

• Oxygen XML Editor, a paid 6 and multi-platform
editor of widespread use in the Music Encoding Ini-
tiative (MEI) community. MEI is an eXtensible

5 https://verovio.humdrum.org
6 For the experiment, we use a trial version of 30 days.

Markup Language (XML) based format that enables
the transcription of a wide range of music notations.
We use Verovio [19] 7 to render the XML files edited
in Oxygen XML Editor.

• The Computerized Mensural Music Editing
(CMME) is a “what you see is what you get” score
notation tool that allows inputting mensural notation
visually [20]. For this work, it could be considered
as an equivalent to MuseScore 8 , Finale 9 , or
Sibelius 10 but for mensural notation.

• The MuRET web application 11 , using the graphical
annotation modality for manual transcription. When
considering a manual paradigm, MuRET allows two
scenarios: the typesetting encoding of the music
score in one of the standard formats or its manual
annotation at the graphical symbol level. The for-
mer is the same process as the one performed with
VHV or Oxygen XML Editor, whereas the latter is
another approach to the transcription modality pro-
posed by the CMME. The graphical annotation of
MuRET consists of creating corresponding bound-
ing boxes for each of the symbols in the score and
classifying them with graphical labels, selected from
a catalog. The user focuses on finding the shape and
vertical position in the staff that match those of the
to-be-transcribed symbol, without the need of know-
ing its musical meaning. Finally, the tool converts
the sequence of graphical symbols into the final en-
coding that the user must check and correct.

3.2.2 OMR-assisted transcription modality

This modality considers an OMR system to automatically
transcribe the musical content of a music score. Assum-
ing that OMR never guarantees a perfect transcription, the
objective of this paradigm is not improving accuracy but
reducing the effort, measured as time, that users invest in
aiding the machine to attain such perfect results. In this
work, we evaluate this transcription methodology under
two scenarios:

• A pre-built scenario, that is, we use an OMR system
previously built for working with corpora of similar
characteristics. For that, we consider Aruspix, as it
has been created to recognized typeset music scores
of the 16th and 17th centuries, hence being appro-
priate to transcribe the test case considered in this
work—a typeset body of work of the 16th century.

• A from-scratch scenario, that is, we train a new
OMR model for this work. To develop this approach,
training pairs, consisting of problem images together
with their corresponding transcript solutions, are re-
quired. This implies that we need to first manu-
ally transcribe some pages of the corpus in order

7 https://www.verovio.org/index.xhtml
8 https://musescore.org
9 https://www.finalemusic.com

10 https://avid.com/sibelius
11 https://muret.dlsi.ua.es/muret
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to train the model to be able to use it for the tran-
scription of the remaining pages. Therefore, we
will study how many pages are necessary to train a
model that yields results that can be considered ef-
fective. In this scenario, we use the OMR-assisted
workflow of MuRET, as it allows the retraining of
its own OMR model. Thus, the training pages are
transcribed with the aforementioned manual annota-
tion from MuRET.

3.3 Evaluation procedure

To avoid biases in the results, associated both with the lack
of knowledge of musical notation and the use of the tools
considered, a person with a good level of computer liter-
acy and sufficient knowledge of music to understand the
test case has been chosen to carry out the proposed exper-
imentation. The task performer is familiar with the tools
and coding languages considered, and so the transcription
scenarios are not challenging by themselves.

We compare the different transcription modalities by
measuring the time to execute the task at hand, i.e., the
time it takes to transcribe a complete score will be timed,
including that needed for revision and correction of possi-
ble errors processes. This time will be referred to as pro-
cedure time. This will allow us to obtain the average tran-
scription time per page for the different scenarios, which
we will use to estimate the total time needed, measured in
8-hour workdays, to transcribe the entire work with each
of the tools.

4. RESULTS

In this section, we present and discuss the results obtained
in our experiments, in terms of the average procedure time
per page, in the following order: first, those obtained for
the manual paradigm; and second, those concerning the
OMR-assisted one. Afterward, we compare both transcrip-
tion paradigms when estimating the workdays needed to
transcribe the full Magnificat corpus in each of them.

4.1 Manual paradigm

We first introduce the results obtained in a manual tran-
scription process for each of the tools considered in this
scenario, as described in Section 3.2.1. Table 1 shows the
average procedure time per page and its standard deviation.

An inspection of the results in Table 1 reveals that the
tool used in a manual transcription influences the proce-
dure time. On the one hand, we observe that the procedure
time of Oxygen XML Editor is higher than that of VHV.
This is rather expected, since the encoding vocabulary size
is much larger when considering an XML standard format
like MEI, as in the case of Oxygen, instead of the compact
Humdrum syntax, as in the case of VHV, which codifies
music symbols with less than 5 characters. Furthermore,
when considering graphical interfaces for the manual tran-
scription, MuRET depicts a higher procedure time than
CMME. In the latter, the graphical label corresponding to
the musical symbol to be transcribed is directly dragged to

Table 1. Average time and its standard deviation for the
transcription of one page of the Magnificat corpus for each
of the tools considered in a manual transcription paradigm.
Oxygen stands for Oxygen XML Editor.

Manual transcription paradigm

VHV Oxygen CMME MuRET
Average time

per page
27′ 06′′ 56′ 14′′ 33′ 37′′ 49′ 19′′

Standard deviation 3′ 52′′ 5′ 49′′ 3′ 07′′ 11′ 27′′

the desired staff position, while in MuRET a correspond-
ing bounding box must first be created and then graphically
labeled in terms of shape and vertical position in the staff,
respectively, which slows down the correct labeling of the
music symbol.

We consider it necessary to comment on the importance
of a good design of the tool from a user experience point
of view [21], and specifically the ease and speed of error
correction offered by each of the tools used in the man-
ual paradigm, as it has been also shown in other similar
tasks [22]. To begin with, we find that the music sheet is
rendered as it is being transcribed in VHV, which facilitates
the comparison process because a division of the computer
screen allows having both the original score and the tran-
scribed version in the same viewing plane. This facilitates
the detection of errors, which are easily corrected thanks
to the reduced character syntax of the Humdrum encoding
used in VHV. The situation changes in the case of Oxy-
gen XML Editor because it lacks an instantaneous render-
ing. The result cannot be visualized until the transcription
is finished and for that, an external tool, like Verovio, is
required. This makes error correction a slow and tedious
process. 12 On the other hand, the error correction in the
CMME is similar to that of VHV, with the difference that
in the former we correct graphical symbols instead of text
characters. Finally, we must mention that in MuRET, the
source image is present along with the transcription render-
ing during the whole process, facilitating the user’s ability
to detect and correct errors.

Note that we are not drawing conclusions from the stan-
dard deviation values because we believe that they are
mainly caused by the variations in the number of symbols
per page and not by the operation of the different alterna-
tives. We nonetheless provide them for the sake of com-
pleting the results.

4.2 OMR-assisted paradigm

In order to gain insights into the OMR-assisted transcrip-
tion paradigm, two scenarios are evaluated: (i) a pre-built
one, where we employ an OMR system built for working
with corpora of similar characteristics to the one we want
to transcribe (Aruspix), and (ii) a from-scratch one, where

12 The interactive MEI encoding tool MEISE [23] has been discarded
as it failed to render mensural notation.
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an OMR system is built anew by means of MuRET.
We measure the average procedure time per page in

both scenarios. In the from-scratch one, as the goal is to
know the number of pages that must take part in the train-
ing set to achieve a model with an acceptable recognition
accuracy, we will measure the average procedure time by
increasing the training set by one page each time, until
reaching 10 pages. After that, the number of pages will
increase by 5, as the number of pages becomes less rele-
vant. Note that in this case, the procedure time only refers
to the model recognition and the revision of the recognized
manuscript times.

Table 2 and Table 3 show the average times and their
standard deviations obtained in the two OMR-assisted sce-
narios considered. As in the previous paradigm, we will
not take into account the standard deviation during the
analysis because they are mainly caused by variations in
the number of symbols per page.

Table 2. Average time and its standard deviation for the
transcription of one page of the Magnificat corpus for the
pre-built OMR-assisted transcription paradigm, in which
Aruspix is the OMR system used. Standard deviations
are not considered relevant as they are mostly linked to
the variability of the number of symbols of each page and
scarcely to the transcription tool.

Average time

per page
Standard deviation

Pre-built

OMR-assisted paradigm
8′ 39′′ 3′ 10′′

It should be noted that Aruspix has been considered as
a static model, i.e., the dynamical improvement feature has
not been used as each page has been recognized indepen-
dently. We want to establish comparisons between two
possible OMR-assisted transcription methodologies.

We now proceed to compare the two OMR-assisted sce-
narios. The pre-built scenario allows us to evaluate how
OMR systems facilitate the transcription process without
the need to transcribe some test pages to first train the
model. Looking at Table 2, we observe that it takes less
than 9 minutes to correctly transcribe a typeset musical
score written in mensural notation. This indicates that we
are leveraging previous efforts and existing labeled data.
Moreover, the transcription process is smooth thanks to
the superimposition feature that allows for straightforward
comparison with the recognized results.

Oppositely, the second situation allows us to study how
many test pages have to be manually transcribed to train
an OMR system before it can be used in the transcription
process. According to the results in Table 3, the average
procedure time decreases as the number of training pages
increases. This drop is very steep at the beginning, es-
pecially when considering relatively small training sets of
three pages or less. A model trained with one page gives
a mean transcription time of approximately 49 minutes,
whereas one trained with 3 pages gives an average proce-

dure time of more or less 12 minutes. Moreover, training
sets of 6 pages, or more, estimate lower transcription times
than the pre-built OMR-assisted scenario.

4.3 Manual vs. OMR-assisted

To establish a comparison between both transcription
paradigms, manual and OMR-assisted, we estimate the
workdays needed for the complete transcription of the
Magnificat corpus in both of them, by multiplying the
number of pages with the average procedure time per page
obtained in Section 4.1 and Section 4.2, respectively.

It is important to note that, as seen in the previous sec-
tions, in both the manual and the pre-built OMR-assisted
paradigms, the average procedure times are constant as
they contemplate static scenarios where both the user ef-
fort and the tool’s performance can be estimated as aver-
ages. Hence, the total estimated transcription time will also
be a constant value. However, in the from-scratch OMR-
assisted scenario, the average transcription time of a page
changes as a function of the number of training pages, as
they influence the accuracy of the model used. Therefore,
the time spent in the transcription of the complete corpus
will vary as a function of the training pages, and to estimate
it, the time spent in manually transcribing those training
pages must be taken into account. We have to point out
that the model’s training time is not considered because it
can be done in background 13 .

Figure 2 reports the workdays needed to transcribe the
Magnificat corpus completely (126 pages) for both tran-
scription paradigms.

By examining Figure 2, we draw several conclusions.
The most important one is that the pre-built OMR-assisted
transcription paradigm yields much shorter times, almost
up to 5 workdays less, compared to the best case of the
manual transcription paradigm. This result could be intu-
ited when comparing the average procedure times per page
obtained in the previous sections. This demonstrates that
OMR systems can be embraced as a really helpful alter-
native, even when it does not completely automatize the
process.

Additionally, the results show that by labeling only 3
pages to train an OMR model, the workdays needed for the
total transcription of the corpus are less than in the manual
paradigm for any of the tools considered there. This means
that even if a model has to be built for a specific corpus,
the OMR model-assisted transcription saves the user time,
compensating for the time spent correcting errors. How-
ever, this trend is not constant; in our case, after 10 pages of
training, the workdays for the from-scratch OMR-assisted
scenario begin to increase. This is because the recognition
accuracy of the model does not increase enough to reduce
the average procedure time per page by a large amount, re-
sulting in the time spent on the manual transcription not be-
ing compensated. In other words, a slight reduction in the
OMR-assisted transcription time, of the order of a minute
per page, does not make up for the manual transcription

13 It takes approximately 7 minutes to train a state-of-the-art OMR
model with a training set of 30 pages with a low-profile GPU unit.
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Table 3. Average times and their standard deviations for the transcription of one page of the Magnificat corpus for the
from-scratch OMR-assisted transcription paradigm. This scenario uses MuRET as it allows to retrain its OMR model.
Times are given as a function of the number of training pages, as they directly affect the accuracy of the model.

From-scratch OMR-assisted paradigm

Training pages 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 15 20 25 30

Avg. time per page 48′ 02′′ 32′53′′ 11′ 56′′ 9′ 48′′ 8′ 54′′ 6′ 46′′ 5′ 25′′ 5′ 25′′ 4′ 58′′ 4′ 47′′ 3′ 52′′ 3′ 33′′ 3′ 31′′ 3′ 15′′

Standard deviation 2′ 49′′ 9′ 29′′ 3′ 40′′ 3′ 41′′ 3′ 18′′ 3′ 09′′ 2′ 51′′ 2′ 41′′ 2′ 45′′ 2′ 48′′ 2′ 44′′ 2′ 42′′ 2′ 49′′ 2′ 44′′

Avg. Std. Avg. Std.
100 0

48,03141498 2,815440781 97,250443 0,893988412 229 73509 71487,82815
32,88979124 9,476605693 64,59001374 20,45055882 223 71583 46235,46954
11,93208985 3,669482707 19,38432543 3,401377327 218 69978 13564,76325
9,792356558 3,67607787 14,76892822 3,420740122 212 68052 10050,55103
8,899665842 3,298641402 12,84339748 2,312621205 207 66447 8534,052322
6,764035723 3,155813098 8,23685081 1,893290378 201 64521 5314,498511
5,420739938 2,856163005 5,339366516 1,013545137 196 62916 3359,315837
5,409650193 2,684575052 5,315445975 0,509778614 190 60990 3241,8905
4,960539287 2,757664628 4,346715328 0,724362917 185 59385 2581,296898
4,78523676 2,801649751 3,968588393 0,853499212 179 57459 2280,311205
3,864772265 2,740957435 1,983149708 0,675312127 152 48792 967,6184057
3,575975015 2,692060599 1,360215054 0,531755492 124 39804 541,42
3,520167017 2,812329309 1,239837398 0,884853417 97 31137 386,0481707
3,244909854 2,726518721 0,646108664 0,632921385 69 22149 143,1066079
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Figure 2. Workdays (assuming 8 hours per day) needed to
transcribe the 126 typeset pages of the Magnificat corpus.
In the manual and pre-built OMR-assisted paradigms, the
curves are constant as they simulate static scenarios, where
the user effort can be estimated as an average. However, in
the from-scratch OMR-assisted case, the tendency varies
depending on the number of pages used to train the OMR
system, since this affects the accuracy of such a model and
therefore, the subsequent error correction effort made by
the user. It should be noted that in this scenario there is an
inflection point after which the effort made in the manual
transcription of the training pages does not compensate for
the improvement of the model.

time, of the order of fifty minutes per page, needed to train
such a system.

As the last point to mention, we expect that if more
complex compositions are introduced, such as cross-staff
notation, the difficulty of correction with the correspond-
ing tools increase. In addition, if the OMR systems be-
have as expected, then we could say that the trend of the
curves will maintain and the conclusions drawn can be ex-
trapolated to other corpora. In any case, the methodology
presented would still be valid.

5. CONCLUSIONS

The transcription of existing musical heritage, available
only as physical documents, is a necessary activity for
their preservation, access, and dissemination. Optical Mu-
sic Recognition (OMR) was born with the goal of facili-
tating the manual transcription process by its automation.
However, after decades of research and promising results,

its inclusion in the transcription workflow as a user tool
has not materialized. Acceptable but not accurate results
have relegated OMR systems to just representing a scien-
tific challenge to solve.

For all the stated above, we posed the following ques-
tion in this work: to what extent do OMR systems facili-
tate the transcription process? To answer the question, we
set up an experiment that allows us to draw meaningful
comparisons between two transcription methodologies: a
fully manual one and an OMR-assisted one. For that, we
transcribe the content of a printed early music work writ-
ten in white mensural notation under both paradigms and
compare the procedure time. Additionally, we evaluate the
OMR-assisted paradigm from two points of view: (i) a pre-
built one, where an OMR system built to recognize works
of similar characteristics to those of the test case, to take
advantage of previous efforts and see if the error correc-
tion compensates such savings; and (ii) a from-scratch one,
where we train an OMR system from start, to see if the
manual transcription of the training pages is rewarded later
with the automatic transcription.

The obtained results estimate that in both cases of the
OMR-assisted paradigm, the user time is less than that of
the best case of the manual paradigm, indicating that pos-
terior correction of errors in the automatic transcription is
more than offset by the time saved when compared with
manual transcription. The correct usability of the system
to correct errors is an important issue that needs to be taken
into account, as the usefulness of any transcription tool af-
fects the process itself. Thanks to the simultaneous render-
ing of the transcript, the detection, and change of possible
errors is a smooth process in the OMR-assisted paradigm.

Despite the first impression that OMR systems fail, they
can be considered as a useful transcription tool, as they re-
duce the cost of the most valuable non-renewable resource,
time. As future research, we aim at introducing more com-
plex corpora, such as those involving handwriting and/or
polyphonic pieces, as well as more task completers, to go
beyond a single case study and provide more general in-
sights into the analyzed question.
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